International
VoluntaryServices
An offer for young
people between
18 and 28 years

Where would you live?
All voluntary services are taking place in Halle,
Germany, a middle sized city which is located
close to Leipzig in the middle-east of Germany.
Halle (Saale) is a nice and livable city with a
well-preserved old town and many beautiful sights
and spaces to feel good. The history of the city
goes back to the Middle Ages and can be found in
many corners of Halle. With it‘s 240.000 residents
and the diversity of districts you have everything you
need for life. No long ways to go shopping, many
opportunities for activities such as sport, art and cul
ture. Or just places like the Saale or the surrounding
lakes to hang out with the friendly people from Halle.
And even if you want to travel to the big cities, like
Munich, Hamburg or Berlin, you will be there after
about 3h by train.

Contact
→ Kosovo (GAIA Kosovo, Qendra Multimedia)
→ North Macedonia (CED Center for education
and Development)
→ Rwanda (Rwanda Youth Clubs for
PeaceOrganisations RYCLUPO)

Friedenskreis Halle e.V.
Große Klausstraße 11
06108 Halle
Scan here to register:

→ Serbia (VCV-Volonterski centar Vojodine)

friedensdienst@friedenskreis-halle.de
0345-279807-40
friedensdienst_friedenskreis
Friedenskreis.Halle

One Year in Germany:
Learning- and peace
services with the
Friedenskreis Halle e.V.

How to apply?

Who is choosen?

The application process starts through our partner
organizations, so called sending organizations,
making the selection of volunteers. From the mo
ment of applying until your arrival to Halle it
takes approximately 9 months. If you are interested
to join our volunteering program, please contact
one of the below mentioned organizations:

You should be 18 to 28 years old and curious to
learn and experience new things. You should
have basic knowledge of either German or English
language. You should be motivated to dedicate
one year of your life to volunteering and you
should be able to identify with the values of Frie
denskreis Halle. We are happy to welcome young
people from different academical, economic and
social backgrounds, coming from different geo
graphical areas in our partner countries, different
religious backgrounds, sexual orientation. We
welcome everybody who meets the administrative
criteria and feels ready for a service with us.

→ Albania (Tirana Ekspres)
→ Bosnia and Herzegovina (Narko NE,
Omladinska Organizacija Svitac,
COD-Center za obrazovan je I Druzen je Jaice,
Helsinki parlament gradjana Banjaluka)

Support our work and make peace policy voluntary
Services possible. We look forward to interested
Sponsoring members and other volunteers.
In addition, every donation helps to make our
work possible!
www.friedenskreis-halle.de/spenden
IBAN: DE17 8005 3762 0382 3008 88
BIC: NOLADE21HAL

International voluntary service
with Friedenskreis Halle e.V

About PoA
(Places of Assigment)

For more than 15 years the Friedenskreis Halle
has been offering voluntary service here in
Halle and the surrounding area for young people
between 18 and 28 years of age.

Every volunteer will do their voluntary service in
one organization/institution in Halle. Those
places are called Places of Assignment. There are
various choices a volunteer can make, and every
POA has a different area of activity and concern. For
example, youth and kids center, human rights
organizations, Kindergartens, old people care house
and so on. Our volunteers can choose among more
than 10 PoAs. To read more about each of the places
of assignment please visit our webpage.

In an international voluntary service with the Frie
denskreis Halle you live, learn and get involved
for a year with a social or socio-political organization
in Halle, Germany. You learn from your colleagues
and are an additional support to them. For us in the
Friedenskreis, voluntary services are learning and
peace services. Our goal is to give you the opportunity
to learn independently, to gain experience and to
research your own questions with the voluntary ser
vice. This happens in the volunteer services
through the work and the discussions in the place
of deployment, in the new everyday life and is
supported by our accompanying seminars.
We also deal with socio-political issues, our own
position and responsibility, the reduction of
racism and many other questions that for us have
to do with peace. With an exchange between the
most diverse experiences and perspectives, you will
be strengthened in your steps towards a fair and
non-violent coexistence in diversity.
The Friedenskreis Halle e.V. is an association for
the promotion of peace education, politics and
services. For more see: www.friedenskreis-halle.de
Our work is verfied by
Quifd-Quality in voluntary
service

What does the
service cover?
Friedenskreis Halle is organizing its voluntary
Services through our partner organization
Weltwärts program for a good and safe care. You
have contact persons both at the Friedenskreis
and at your deployment site who will accompany
and support you in your voluntary service. The
service is 12 months long and as a rule, you will not
incur any costs for your livelihood during your
voluntary service. The Friedenskreis (or the funding
programs) is covering the following things:
→ Accommodation
→ Health insurance

»For me was great to have the oppertunity to
have two PoAs, as I have worked in the
Friedenskreisoffice and SCHIRM house. While
in the Friedenskreisoffice I had to deal more
in a project assisting, work from office and writing, in SCHIRM I could work directly with
people, like helping their documents,
translations, talking and getting socialized.«
Armend Vojoda

→ Seminars
→ Language classes

»The best thing about Halle (Saale) is its
Proximity to important supporting
institutions, such as Foreign Office, Rathaus,
Hospital, PoAs And so on. Our Appartments
in Halle are very close to the city center
and trams are so regular, almost every five
minutes. You won‘t ever miss an
appointment!«
Armend Vojada

Advancement and Sponsoring
Our volunteers are sponsored by:

→ Visa costs
→ Monthly pocket money

We thank our sponsors:

